
 
 
 
Dear Parents & Guardians, 
 
Thank you to all the parents who continuously book their kids every week for their classes. The booking site 
system was created to make it easier for parents and the club to plan. 
 
Why is it important to book the classes online each time? 
 

• Helps you plan your week. 

• Provides the club a list of attendees so that we can plan. 

• It provides us a list of all gymnasts inside the venue. 

• It provides us some security of who to look for in the event of an emergency. 

• It helps us determine who overbook or attend. 

• Should we have to cancel a class, it helps us to notify parents who booked. 

• Should we have to recall who was in the venue in a roll call should the list have been destroyed in 
an emergency. 

• Bookings helps to avoid you from showing up to a session that might have been cancelled or not 
taking place at all. 

• Booking allows you to secure a spot and not show up to a class that might be too full. 
 
Sessions for each day’s session goes offline at 12pm on a weekday, and 7am on a Saturday. You can still 
book ahead for other days but then not for the same day if it has passed the above time on the day. 
Sessions are uploaded every Friday, for the following week, allowing parents enough time to book in 
advance. 
 
Just as important it is for parents to book the sessions online; it is essential that ALL gymnasts report at the 
reception desk. Too many gymnasts (and parents) just walk upstairs without announcing that they are 
there, meaning they are not marked as in attendance, which poses as another security risk. 
 
We would also like to remind parents how dangerous it can be to have your child travel alone from your car 
into the gymnastics venue. Gymnasts younger than the age of 13 MUST be accompanied by their parents 
to the inside of the gymnastics venue, to ensure they are safely inside. 
 
Kind Regards, 
 
The Eversdal Gymnastics Team 
 


